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Why is Nazi-style PATRIOT ACT extended: Barack Obama
murdered Bin Laden, and 9/11 was Bush/Israeli Treason!

Nazi-style PATRIOT ACT Is
end of FREEDOM !
When they're not flying predator drones over the US, Obama/Bush Pentagon
hosts Israeli terrorists in the US and lets them run wild.
See viedeo of the biggest smoking 9/11 smoking gun. What the Pentagon
knew and when they knew it and how they punished the people who tried to tell
the truth about 9/11 inside job coverup.

Video: http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/1079.html
Freedom and liberty doesn’t get oblerated in one political speech. It gets
eroded, piece by piece, over time, by authoritarian traitors holding high offices. It
starts with demonizing individuals and organizations as “domestice terrorists”.
And Veterans are at the top of the HS domestic terrorist list !
Some leading Congresscritteers are insisting on 6 more years of Nazi-styled
“Patriot Act” that brought USA toward a dictatorship after the 9/11 treason by
Bush and his Zionist conspirators. [ Osama Bin Laden did not do with 9/11]
REALIZE: that is Six more years of giving agencies like the ATF and DHS,
TSA, IRS, DEA, CIA, FBI, and Obama the Racketeer., the authority to name anyone and everyone they wish as a “terrorist.”
What happened to the Constitution’s enumerated “limited government?”
The only things “limited” by the so-called Patriot Act are the rights of people
like you and me. H.R. 1800, the bill introduced last Friday, will extend Obama
regime’s dictatorship until December of 2017.
This Fourth Amendment shredding act allows the servants holding government offices and who call themselves “authorities” to tap your phone and intrude
on your privacy just by the simple act of labeling you as a “domestic terrorist.”

And remember what Big Sis Janet Napolitano said “… right-wing, gun-toting veterans are the worst terrorists out there. They are “radical extremists.”
That’s all it takes to have your Constitutional liberties stripped from you
without a warrant or your knowledge. But this extension would give them six
more years of being able to do these things and more:
Roving, warrantless wiretaps of virtually EVERY form of electronic communication used by U.S. citizens. Secret federal searches without warrants OR
knowledge of the resident.
Judicial warrants replaced with “National Security Letters” signed by unaccountable Obama Administration bureaucrats and gag orders for those served with
these letters which make it illegal to tell anyone about it — including your spouse
and your priest!
Drastic expansion of the definition of “domestic terrorism,” which is sure to
include gun owners.
Expands asset seizure to permit the taking of assets from anyone “suspected”
of terrorism, even if that person is NEVER charged or sent to trial.
Lone wolf provisions which allow the government to spy on ANYONE even
if they’re not associated with a terrorist organization or foreign national, without
due process or notification.
The TRAITORS who call themselves membes of Congress and took an Oath
to support and defend the Constitution for the United States of America brought
this PATRIOT Act extention to the floor makes me wonder about their true loyalties. Obvious violations of Oath of Office, and conspiracy to TREASON ?

Please call your members of Congress at toll free 1-877-7628762, or (202) 224-3121 and tell them to stand for freedom and
liberty and oppose H.R. 1800, STOP the reauthorization of the
Patriot Act and the Obama Dictatorship.
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Vote Coming on Obama’s MOST Radical
Obama Regime Seizes Pension Funds,
Judicial Appointment: Goodwin Liu.
and invades Pakistan; Congress dillydally
Obama's most controversial judicial nominee at any level is Goodwin Liu.
And, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid has called for the Senate’s “cloture vote”
on Thursday! Tomorrow!
Goodwin Liu is a dangerous judicial nominee and must be opposed. Liberty
Counsel Action joins many other observers in counting him the worst of Obama’s
nominees at any level of the federal judicial system. His Senate confirmation
would move the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, already the
most liberal appellate court in the nation, even further to the left!
Senator Jeff Sessions said, “In Professor Liu’s case, I believe the views
expressed in his writings fall far outside the mainstream of the traditional
American view of law and judging, going so far as to distort the meaning of plain
words beyond reality.”
Liu is an avowed social liberal, an abortion advocate, and a same-sex marriage proponent. And Goodwin Liu is an unapologetic judicial activist. In fact,
rather than construing the Constitution in accordance with the intent of its
drafters, Liu argues that constitutional scrutiny “requires adaptation” because of
the “evolving norms of our society.”
His view that we should have an “evolving” or “living” Constitution marginalizes its ultimate legal authority. He is NOT an acceptable nominee to the second
highest level of our federal judiciary!
Liu’s lifetime appointment to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals would be a
dangerous, irrevocable mistake.
That is why Liberty Counsel is calling on every concerned American to take
part in a massive phone and fax barrage to key Senators strongly opposing the
confirmation of Goodwin Liu. This massive barrage will include an immediate
and steady stream of calls to your two Senators and other key leaders!
We must act to stop this dangerous nominee’s confirmation NOW!

Retired US General spills some beans of
the Middle East Wars: its about the Oil !
General Wesley Clark tells it like it is.
He earned the name "The Butcher of Belgrade" by deliberately bombing
civilians (hospitals, schools, and other non-military targets) as NATO Commander
during the attacks on Yugoslavia.
He was also up to his elbows in the 1993 massacre at Waco, a fact that he and
his friend Bill Clinton have done a first class job of obscuring. (see a mountain of
circumstantial evidence video: http://www.brasscheck.com/clarkatwaco.html )
Nevertheless, in this case Clark spills the beans.
The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and plans to undermine and attack other
Middle Eastern countries have been on the drawing board for a long, long time
and it's all about oil.
How does the US make the decision to go to war...and spend billions of dollars and disrupt (and in some cases destroy) hundreds of thousands of lives?

SEE Video:
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/1103.html
"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!
You Can Protect Freedom: Question Authority!
"Where Rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there
can be no rule making or legislation which would abrogate
Miranda v Arizona, (1966)
them."

Tree Trimming-recyclechips eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate.

There are certain times in life when a man is faced with overwhelming adversity… times when he has no reason to adhere to society’s norms anymore. It is in
these instances that the true quality of his character comes shining through.
One of these situations is when he’s broke. Dead, flat broke. Some people,
even when staring deep into their own financial abyss, still hold to their moral
principles, honor their obligations, and keep their word.
For others, the boundaries of morality are quickly blurred into shades of gray,
and things like fraud, thievery, and deception become perfectly legitimate tactics
in their minds.
Speaking of broke, faced with what is tantamount to the official insolvency
of the United States of America, policymakers have opted to seize funds from the
retirement accounts of public sector workers in order to keep the government running. Wow. Obama regime traitors are willing to engage in cannibalistic thievery in order to continue funding government operations! I wonder what sorts of
operations are so important that they are willing to steal from their own people in
order to finance? Any ideas?
Apparently, starting a shooting war in Pakistan was at the top of Obama’s
list. This after violating Pakistani sovereignty and committing murder of unarmed
women and an old man named Osama Bin Laden for political gain in USA.
In the most insulting, disingenuous display of insensitivity and lack of regard
following such a momentous financial decision, the US Defense Department
decided to send helicopters into western Pakistan in a search for more ghosts.
Pakistani military fired on the choppers, and the choppers fired back.
Seems like a good use of confiscated funds, no?
Never fear, though, the cracker jack squad of politicians in the 112th
Congress is clearly hard at work, spending all of their time and attention at resolving the debt crisis and budget troubles. NOT !
Rep. Sheila Jackson-Lee of Texas, for example, proved to America that she’s
focused like a laser beam when she introduced bill HJ Res. 64 on Friday afternoon. What exactly is HJ Res 64? It’s a resolution to express support for designating September 2011 as Gospel Music Heritage Month.
The similarities to Nero playing his fiddle are all too obvious.
Adding injury to insult as it were, Ms. Jackson-Lee followed up HJ Res 64
with the introduction of HR 1900, yet another bill to give TSA sweeping powers
over “surface transportation” such as train stations and bus terminals. Now you
can be molested in planes, trains, and automobiles. Coming soon: shopping malls!
Not to be outdone by Ms. Jackson-Lee, Senator Barbara Boxer just introduced Senate res 177 to designate May 15th through May 21st 2011 as “National
Public Works Week.” Wait a sec… that’s this week! Well what are we waiting for,
comrades!?! Grab a shovel, there’s dams to build!
To cap things off, President Obama is getting ready for his highly publicized
trip to Ireland next week where he will visit the ancestral home of his great great
great grandfather, a small town called Moneygall.
About 298 people live in Moneygall. The town has swelled for the last two
months as US Secret Service agents and the President’s administrative entourage
have descended upon the town to prepare for his visit. Important issues must be
tended to… such as, “what kind of beer will the President drink?”I couldn’t even
begin to estimate what the cost of this trip will be to US taxpayers.
Like I said, there are certain times in life where a person’s true nature comes
shining through. Obama Usurper is demonstrating that, even when faced with
insolvency, he will happily confiscate any source of capital available, and continue squandering it all on useless folly in cahoots with Congressional Traitors.

It really leaves me wondering when people are going to wake up and say to themselves, “Enough is enough!”
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Wednesday
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

Point Shoot vs Sight Shooting
Gunfights are either reactive or pro-active. In a pro-active gunfight, you have
the information and justification that you need to draw your pistol and shoot. You
can call it being pro-active, or even being preemptive to the bad guy's actions.
Recently in New Mexico a case where a worker at a local market was stabed multiple times with a butcher knife. A local CCW gunowner who saw this moved
into position, drew his pistol, and reportedly using his sights, shot the gun man to
death. That is a pro-active, preemptive gunfight: No startle, no catch up, no problem. The only thing needed is a pistol, marksmanship skills, and application.
Such shootings make up the lore of sighted, marksmanship-based shooting
methods. But such defensive shootings are not the norm. The norm is a gunfight
where the other man, or men, has begun the attack upon a relatively unprepared
victim. That would-be victim must first realize what is happening; when the
information coming in reaches a tipping point that indicates he must act quickly
or perish, he must react faster than the bad guy. Difficult? Dangerous? Yes, on
both counts. It is the situation when the fight comes to us.
Now let's look at the rest of the story: You draw your pistol. Actually, it's
more of a grab and shove toward the bad guy than a shooting school range draw.
You are looking right at him. Your hunter/predator eye is drawn to the movement
of his hand and fixes on his gun. It is small and black. Your pistol is out by now,
pointing at him one handed as your body screams, “MOVE!” Still transfixed by
the image of him, and visually drawn to the gun moving toward you, you pull
hard on the trigger once, twice, three times. Not the controlled trigger pressing
you did in school, but hard trigger smashing. Your eyes have not left him as he
begins to fall dead at your feet. Let's analyze what happens in a gunfight. You
may see the bad guy. He appears to be a bad guy because of his attire, his
demeanor and maybe even his ethnicity. Something about him isn't right. You
catch yourself “profiling”. Unless you have cleansed your mind from politically
correct programming, you might chastise yourself for being judgmental. Yet you
are receiving bits of information constantly. You notice his eyes and where he is
looking. You begin to notice that all the customers in the store are also looking
at him. You notice that they appear scared. He is about five feet away now and
you notice his clothing seems big for his small frame and you begin to wonder if
there is a weapon hidden. Then you begin to notice the outline of a pistol butt
and his hand resting on it. It is beginning to move from the belt line and toward
you. His first words don't even register as the adrenaline begins to shoot through
your veins. That is how it happens.
That is a reactive gunfight and the most likely scenario for the CCW folks.
To tell you that it's all about “Front Sight – Press” here is to insult your intelligence.
So what is the answer, point shooting or aimed fire? Point Shooting and
Sighted Fire are two different ends of a continuum of shooting.
Shooting is a physical act that does not change. There are degrees to your
visual focus (fully on threat, fully on sights or somewhere in between).
If all you are doing is pro-active sighted fire at medium distance, you may
not be totally prepared for what Life's bad guys have in store for you.

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
A
F
E
T
Y
!

Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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Molokai High Graduation
Ceremony May 21
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Aloha Moloka'i Community,
Molokai High School would graciously like to invite you to our 2009
Commencement Exercises on May 21, 2011. The ceremony will begin promptly at
4:00 p.m. at the Molokai High School gymnasium. Please be reminded we are asking that no noise makers of any form are allowed as well as balloons in the gym
during the ceremony. Faculty parking will be reserved for graduates after the ceremony and clearly marked signs will be posted to locate graduates. Guest parking
will be in the students parking lot. Please be prompt for doors will close at 4:00
p.m. Mahalo!

Molokai High Senior Song Practice
Attention Seniors & Parents! We will have song practices starting April 19th.
Practices will be held Tuesdays, Wednesdays, & Thursdays in the Bandroom from
2:00PM-3:15PM. If a ride is needed, the MEO bus leaves MHS at 3:30PM.
Students will need to secure a MEO bus pass by filling out an application and taking it to the MEO office in Ranch Camp...at that time you will be given your bus
pass. MEO applications can be obtained either at the MEO office (in Ranch Camp)
or from Ms. Sawyer in room C102. See you there. If you have any qestions, please
call Kai Sawyer at 567-6950.

Molokai High Students Need Support to go to National
History Day Competition in Maryland
Michael Onofrio, Michael Kikukawa, and Laura Buller will represent Molokai
and state of Hawaii at the National History Day competition this summer. We are
looking for any donations to help defray some of the expenses to send these hardworking individuals to national competition. Donations are tax deductible. If you
would like to make a donation, please send donations to:
Friends of Molokai High & Intermediate School
c/o: National History Day Laura Buller
P.O. Box 1618 Kaunakakai, HI 96748

Molokai High Afterschool Tutoring for Math

The Book that forced Obama’s BC-Out!

If you are interested in the tutoring to help with school work just stop on by.
All classes will be held on Wednesday’s in the Math Lounge B101

Jerome Corsi’s expose prompted Obama to release another fake “birth certifiMolokai High School Hana Hou Tuesday w/Pupus
cate” to try to stop accusations that he is not a qualified Natural Born American
Every Tuesday Molokai High School Library is open to the community from
Citizen as required by the Constitution to hold the Office of POTUS. This book
2
8
p.m. for “HANA HOU TUESDAYS".
proves Obama is NOT eligible to be sitting in the White House. He's not qualified.
Linda
Yonemura, retired MHS teacher, Karen Harada, MHS ELA teacher &
He doesn't meet the test. And Obama himself has provided all the proof we need
Ceriann Espiritu, MHS Class of 2010 will provide assistance for Senior Project,
to draw that conclusion. Order book toll free: 1-800-496-3266
personal statements & resumes. Jordan Hao, assistance in math.
Diane Mokuau will help readers of all ages with interactive ebooks.

The Backyard
Explorer
author: Wynette Mills

Molokai High Driver's Education X’d

The Driver Education Program (DEP) received no monies from the Insurance
Commissioner this year, so therefore the DEP used it's "nest fund" (which was supposed to be used to buy a fleet of new and safe driver education cars) to make allocations to all the schools. The DEP administration is going to have to get our DOE
budget office to ask the Supt. to ask for our DEP monies back from the legislature.
What does this mean...We are cancelling our summer classes and any other future
classes until this situation is solved. There will be monies for the bigger schools
and if they are able to get at least $400,000, Molokai High School might be able
to offer 1 class. If you have any questions please contact Malia Lee at
malia_lee@notes.k12.hi.us.

The Backyard Explorer written by Wynette Mills. Now a retired
secretary, the Iowa native wrote this
books inspired by her oldest grandson.
Written through the eyes of a child, the
book teaches respect for nature,encouraging exploration of the outdoors with
Molokai High School Athletics Thank You Spring coachthe guidance of adults around them.
On Molokai, many children are ing staff, for a great season.
Boys Volleyball: Bill Dudoit, Malia Nisihira, Hale Domingo
nurtured and raised by grandparents and aunties and uncles, spending lots of time
Softball:
Coco Augustiro, Loke Kamakana, Kolu Poepoe
outdoors in the mountains,beach and backyards. Naturally focused, some of the
Baseball:
Mike McCutcheon, Keahi Alcon
animals are different from The Backyard Explorer, but the enthusiasm of the outTennis:
Catie
Brind,
Renee Montizor, Kanahele Montizor
doors exploring told simply is similar here. “Nana let’sgo exploring,” can be
Track & Field: Jessie Ford, Rodney Nelson
inspiring
A Big Mahalo to our parents and community for supporting our athletic teams
The Backyard Explorer [ISBN978-1-4520-2483-7sc, Brenda Jones;
through donations, attendance at games, concession, fundraisers, etc. We love you
illust. by Kevan Mills, published by AuthorHouse].--SP
and appreciate all that you give to support our student-athletes.

No, I Don’t Want to
Play Today

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless

A Tale About Bullying
author: Brenda Jones
“One morning long ago some of the
finest animals in the jungle got together
and had a talk.They decided that they
weren’t going to play with Larry the
Lion any more. You see, Larry the lion
was a bully.”
That is the first sentence in this 40
page, colorfully illustrated book. Set in
Africa, the list of characters include
Larry the Lion, King of the Jungle,who
thinks he is the best animal ever. When
he teases,points out what is difference or
what he thinks is wrong with the other
animals,soon no one wants to play with him.Kind Jill the Jaguar convinces Larry
that in order to earn respect he has to show respect to the others. This children’s
story by an elementary school teacher, teaches the importance of kindness, tolerance and friendship. Children as young as first grade and older will enjoy having
this story read to them with opportunity to share their thoughts.
NO, I don’t Want to Play Today [ISBN9781609113872; Eloquent Books,
BrendsJones; illusCarey Jones, paper, 39 pgs.]--SP

DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $575

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2011-2012
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253
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U.H. Diploma Obstruction; Nullify Feds ?
Disgorge David Mihaila's Diploma Now!
April 3, 2011
Dear Senators of the State of Hawai'i Legislature:
State of Hawai'i Governor Neil Abercrombie has appointed the following
individuals to the University of Hawai'i Board of Regents, subject to confirmation by the Senate of the State of Hawai'i:
(1) Matayoshi, Coralie,
(2) Sullivan, Jan,
(3) Naughton, Patrick,
(4) Scarr, Sandra, and
(5) Ota, Saedene.
It would be an egregious breach of the public's trust to neglect to inquire
during the Senate confirmation process of the above University of Hawai'i
Board of Regents appointees how each specific appointee intends to address the
protracted injustice of the unlawful withholding by University of Hawai'i
administrative officers of former University of Hawai'i student David Mihaila's
diploma for coercive and retaliatory reasons under the color of office.
Please refer to the recent Molokai-Advertiser article entitled: "Hawaii
State Attorney General Russell Suzuki Involved in UH Corruption Case"
http://www.molokaiadvertiser-news.com/MAN_12-22-10_.pdf.
Perhaps no student in the history of the University of Hawai'i has done
more in this cause celebre to advance student rights and progressive policy
change at the University of Hawai'i than David Mihaila yet, sadly, the
University of Hawai'i administration refuses to disgorge Mr. Mihaila's diploma
for fraudulent and "personal" (Western Association of Schools and Colleges)
reasons reaching to the senior executive level of the University of Hawai'i
administration.
Yours sincerely,
David Mihaila
300 Wai Nani Way, Penthouse 5, Honolulu, Hawai'i 96815
Dear Editor:
Great to hear from you. Great to see you broke the University of Hawai'i
administration malfeasance story. Great to hear you plan to continue with the
series.
As you can see, I have a new e-mail address. Because of my previous
communications to University of Hawai'i leadership regarding the unlawful
withholding of my diploma (namely, the ones I forwarded to you late last year),
I received hate mail from the University of Hawai'i administration. Also, the
University of Hawai'i administration took efforts to suppress my speech and
communication with university leadership and activists regarding these scandalous matters implicating the University of Hawai'i administration in extreme
and outrageous misconduct.
The University of Malice and Joint Indictment are two self-published
reports comprising nearly three hundred (300) pages of educational white paper
regarding how the University of Hawai'i administration has attempted to cover
up this scandal regarding the unlawful withholding of my diploma at all costs. I
will freely give you full access to my educational records if you so desire.
I have endured death threats, hate mail, fraud, perjury, State of Hawai'i
records fabrications, and virtually every gambit in the book at the hand of the
University of Hawai'i administration in an unscrupulous effort to avoid liability
and accountability in this no-holds-barred administrative cage fight.
Hundreds of other pages of letters on file at the University of Hawai'i and
the Western Association of Schools and Colleges chronicle in an intense letter
campaign this ugly truth about the University of Hawai'i administration and its
unethical efforts to silence my criticisms and demand for the unvarnished truth.
Aloha, David Mihaila

Molokai expels Wind Farm
In light of a missed March 18 deadline to secure land for developing a 200megawatt wind farm on Molokai, Boston-based First Windis now hoping to
develop the wind farm on Maui, according to First Wind spokesman John
Lamontagne, in a statement to PBN.
The originally proposed Molokai wind farm is part of a larger wind project
designed to bring 200 megawatts of wind energy from Molokai and 200
megawatts of wind energy from Lanai to Oahu. It’s commonly referred to as the
“Big Wind” project.
A First Wind representative told PBN on Thursday that given the failed
negotiations on Molokai, it was the company’s understanding that in accordance
with the agreement between First Wind and Hawaiian Electric Co., no other
company was permitted to come in and develop the wind farm on Molokai. In
the past, HECO officials have told PBN that if the Molokai project fell through
then Lanai could receive all 400 megawatts of wind energy.
Makaala! So why are we building a $1B Cable to Molokai?
Nicholas told PBN that Molokai Ranch had chosen a new wind company,
San Francisco-based Pattern Energy, as its preferred developer if the “Big
Wind” project were to go forward on Molokai. Pattern Energy representatives
held community meetings on Molokai in March.

Molokai Should Rebel against TSA, ATF, DEA, Obama!
Rebellion is indeed under way – by a large majority of states – against what
they claim are intolerable and blatantly unconstitutional encroachments by the
federal government. And they are seriously intent on declaring such unconstitutional laws null and void in their state.

Here's Thomas E. Woods Jr., author of the bestselling book,

"Nullification: How to resist federal tyranny in the 21st century,"
succinctly lays out the issue in the April Whistleblower:
Nullification begins with the axiomatic point that a federal law that violates
the Constitution is no law at all. It is void and of no effect. Nullification simply
pushes this uncontroversial point a step further: If a law is unconstitutional and
therefore void and of no effect, it is up to the states, the parties to the federal
compact, to declare it so and thus refuse to enforce it. It would be foolish and
vain to wait for the federal government or a branch thereof to condemn its own
law. Nullification provides a shield between the people of a state and an unconstitutional law from the federal government.
Take Obamacare: Most people know the GOP-led House of Representatives
repealed it (though the Democrat-controlled Senate almost certainly will not, nor
will Obama ever sign it). And many also know 27 states are challenging
Obamacare in court. But what few understand is that at least 11 states are
attempting to legislatively nullify Obamacare within their borders. So far, an
act to nullify the entire federal health-care law has become state law in Montana
and Idaho, has been approved by one house in North Dakota, and introduced in
eight other states – New Hampshire, Maine, Oregon, Nebraska, Texas,
Wyoming, South Dakota and Oklahoma.
What about the federal government's labyrinthine gun laws? Eight states
have already passed laws – signed by their governors – telling Washington its
firearms regulations are not valid in those states for weapons manufactured and
purchased in-state. Many other states are on the same legislative track.
There's much more: Utah last month became the first state to make gold and
silver legal tender in that state. Twenty-four states are defying Obama by copying Arizona's immigration law – the one the Obama Justice Department sued
Arizona over. Lawmakers in 40 states are working to halt the epidemic of
"anchor babies" establishing "birthright citizenship." And 13 states are considering laws that would require every presidential candidate – including Barack
Obama – to prove he is a natural-born citizen before his name can be placed on
that state's ballot in presidential elections.
Highlights of "STATES OF REBELLION" include:
"States to Washington: Follow the Constitution or else" by Bob Unruh, on
how power grabs by the federal government increasingly are being met with big
opposition from states
"Unfunded mandates? Obama's the biggest" by Joseph Farah, on the incomprehensible cost America is incurring for having Barack Obama as president
"The return of a forbidden idea" by Thomas E. Woods, Jr., an exclusive
excerpt from his bestselling book, "Nullification: How to resist federal tyranny
in the 21st century"
"3 states looking to set up nullification commissions"
"Texas and New Hampshire: Stop feeling up fliers!"
"11 states act to nullify Obamacare within their borders" by Bob Unruh, not
to mention the 27 states that are fighting against "socialized medicine" in court
"State lawmakers declare war on 'birthright citizenship'" by Jerome Corsi,
Ph.D., documenting how legislators from 40 states are teaming up to stop the
spike in "anchor babies"
"24 states defy Obama by copying Arizona immigration law"
"Utah lawmakers recognize gold and silver as legal tender" – on how Utah
is leading a growing movement to restore sound money to America
"The buck stops here? Virginia eyes switching off dollar" by Kelly
O'Meara, on legislators who cite the "inevitable destruction of the Federal
Reserve System's currency"
"State legislators attempt to stop Shariah" by Drew Zahn, on legislative
efforts to prevent the U.S. from emulating Britain with its 85 Islamic courts
"Did Jefferson foresee Obama's deficit – and the solution?" by Fergus
Hodgson, who notes the third president wanted an anti-debt constitutional
amendment – and may yet get his wish
"Ohio poised to challenge Supreme Court with 'heartbeat bill'"
"13 states considering eligibility-proof legislation" by Bob Unruh, on legislators who say: "If the federal government is not going to vet these people, we'll
do it in our state"
"Epic 'gunfight' between states and feds" – on how a battle over a Montana
firearms law may dramatically limit Congress's power
"A Virginia plan to cancel Congress's 'authority'" – explaining a radical legislative proposal that would exempt "all goods" from oversight by feds
"Utah to Washington: This land is my land!" by Bob Unruh, on the almost
unanimous resolution asking the federal government to cede 35,000 square
miles back to the state
"A warning to states about a Con-Con" by Phyllis Schlafly, on the serious
and hidden dangers of convening a constitutional convention in today's nearlawless America
"Barack Hussein Alinsky" by Patrick J. Buchanan, who says the big battle
shaping up is between the "organizer in chief" and the governors of the 50 states
– with America hanging in the balance
"Leadership requires actual leadership" by Herman Cain, who shows that
America's governors, not Obama, are showing the nation how to "win the
future"
"There's so much bad news these days," said Whistleblower Editor David
Kupelian, "that it's great to be able to report this crucial and encouraging trend.
America is made up of 50 sovereign states – something largely forgotten in this
age of seemingly all-powerful federal government. And what a great thing it is
to see state after state actually standing up to the Obama administration and say'"
ing, in effect,

'Don't tread on me!
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Why Does Hawaii DOH Lie for Obama ?
Why does a former official with the Hawaii Department of Health says the
short-form "Certification of Live Birth" displayed by the Obama campaign in 2008
to demonstrate the candidate's constitutional eligibility as a "natural born citizen"
to occupy the Oval Office is the onlydocumentthe state releases? She also said
nobody can get copies; and, governor Aberblabbercommie declared he could not
find any records of birth for Barack Obama at DOH or Archives, thus cementing
the stonewalling by Obama to hide his dirty secrets of his birth and TREASON.
Joshua Wisch of the Hawaii attorney general's office told MSNBC the original Obama birth document belongs to the state and cannot be released to anyone –
or copied by anyone. "It's a Department of Health record and it can't be released
to anybody," he told MSNBC, saying there are no provisions that authorize copying such records. Liar, Liar, Pants on FIRE !
DOH & AG says no copies, however, the Hawaii Revised Statutes, Paragraph
38-13(a) specifies that the agency "shall, upon request, furnish an applicant a certified copy of any certificate, or the contents of any certificate, or any part thereof." Subparagraph C allows that copies of birth certificates "may be made by photograph, dry copy reproduction, typing, computer printout or other process
approved by the director of health."
And, the experience of others who have received copies of original long-form
birth certificates by request contradicts Chiyome Fukino, former head of the state
agency in charge of birth records, including those that may reveal details of Barack
Obama's 1961 birth in Kenya, registered in Honolulu, or wherever that happened.
Are the official liars trying to protect Obama from truth that at best Obama
was a dual Citizen of Kenya and US, thus NOT elibible to be POTUS ?
It was in an interviewwith MSNBCthat Fukino asserted that the state issues
only short-form Certifications of Live Birth. "What he got, everybody got,"
Fukino said in theinterview. "He put out exactly what everybody gets when they
ask for a birth certificate."
The short-formdocumentthat Obama's campaign released in 2008:
This short-form "certificationof live birth" released by the Obama campaign
in 2008 does not have the name of the hospital or an attending physician, which
would be included on a long-form "certificateof live birth," which has never been
produced by Obama.
The document, which contains noinformationregarding birth hospital, attendant, doctor or other details found on all original long-form birth certificates, contrasts with the birth certificate from Hawaii made public by Susan Nordyke, who
was born in Honolulu Aug. 5, 1961, just one day after Obama's reported date of
birth and in the same hospital where he was reportedly born.
Moreover, on Oct. 13, 2010, a contributor with the username "Danae" posted
on FreeRepublic.com a copy of her long-form birth certificate originally issued in
1969, but which the Hawaii Department of Health mailed to her Sept. 28, 2010,
after she paid a $10 fee. To verify her transaction, she also posted a receipt she
was sent Sept. 28, 2010, by the Hawaii state agency.
Because of the obvious questions raised by the statements of Hawaii officials
defending the secrecy of Obama's birth records, "Danae" followed up with a photograph of her original long-form, hospital-generated certificate of live birth sideby-side with the copy she was sent. She went even further, posting an image of
both documents along with a short-form COLB, similar to the one presented by
Obama's campaign, that she asked the Hawaii Department of Health to produce.
She did it to prove anyone could get a long-form birth certificate from the
Hawaii DOH after 2001, when the Hawaii DOH went electronic and agency
spokeswoman Janice Okubo claimed the department quit issuing such documents.
Furthermore, Fukino explained that the official Obama birth record absolutely exists – in a bound volume in a file cabinet on the first floor of the state
Department of Health. She also told MSNBC she examined the records twice,
reporting that she found the original record number, half typed and signed by the
doctor. Yet the BC released by Obama is all typed by computers which were not
in use in 1961. AND, governor Neil Aberblabbercommie said he could not find
Obama’s BC records there or in State Archives?
Fukino also suggested there are those who would question anything regarding
Obama. "They're going to question the ink on which it was written or say it was
fabricated," she said during theinterview.. [hmm, maybe she knows what is being
done behind the scenes to produce a BC for Obama, forge a record, etc ?]
So why did it take two years to manufacture err... locate, Obama’s BC ?
Obama was born before the Nordyke twins but has a COLB number higher in
sequence. But there was a baby who died the same day, and Obama’s team had to
find something like that in DOH records to use as a credible basis for forgery similar to Obama’s use of a Social Security number assigned to a dead man in
Conneticut where Obama never lived.
Obama’s failure to show "natural born citizen" records that would meet the
Constitution's requirements for presidents – is becoming problematic.
A former elections worker in Hawaii, Tim Adams, has said his superiors at the
elections office in Honolulu checked with the state health department and local
hospitals, only to find out that none had Obama's long-form birth certificate.
While not having access to Hawaii Department of Health birth records, Adams
says his office had access to numerous databases to verify people's identities,
including the Social Security database, driver's licenses, passports, tax and banking records, police files and the national crime computer.
Adams has since signed an affidavit swearing to his allegations, and says he
even offered governor Neil Abercrombie, his personal assistance to help verify any
long-form birth certificate if it were ever produced. "Governor Abercrombie said
that he was afraid that even if they managed to bring out the original birth certificate or a copy of the original birth certificate, there would still be people who
would say, 'Oh, it's a forgery, oh, it's a fake,' whatever. I told him that if he wanted
help convincing people it was real, I would be happy to do so. If he actually had
the birth certificate. I got nothing back from the man."

A letter allegedly written by President Obama on embossed White House stationery in which he declares the Honolulu Kapiolani Medical hospital to be "the
place of my birth," The hospital, after publicizing the letter then refusing to confirm it even existed, is now vouching for its authenticity, but not its content. The
White House has refused to confirm if it wrote or sent the letter, or if the information it contains is accurate.
Kapi'olani has used the letter for fundraising purposes, and the FBI has said
there could be federal charges filed if the letter is not authentic.
Matt Drudge linked to a new book by Jerome Corsi, unflinchingly titled
Where’s the Birth Certificate? The book immediately leapt to number one on
Amazon.com, where it has remained ever since.
The Obama/Zionist controlled media has shown its usual incredulity asking
How could so many people question President Obama’s birthplace? How could
they wonder about his origins? Are they all simply racist?
The answer, of course, is that Americans are desperately seeking an answer to
a simple question: why Obama is unconcerned with typical American principles
and traditions. He sees capitalism as selfish and evil, religion as dangerous and
oppressive; he sees the Constitution as antiquated and entrepreneurialism as
exploitative. He is celebrating his hopes for a post-USA world government.
When American voters get scammed and elect a president like this, many
Americans begin wondering how it happened. Where did Obama get his unAmerican philosophy. He is not one of us – he is rather a member of the global
ists who despise America and tolerates Islamism, that slams American consumerism and praises Chinese communism, that rips evangelical Christianity while
ignoring Muslim-imposed clitorectomy and Israeli racism. We need not worry
about our domestic institutions, goes the Obama line of thought – instead, we must
focus on protecting ourselves from foreign TERRORISTS!!!!
Barack Obama is the culmination of a century of foreign infiltration already in
place. Beginning in the early 20th century, America’s colleges and universities
were infiltrated by Marxist classism, quickly infected America’s halls of power.
Theodore Roosevelt bought into the new “progressivism” with alacrity, jettisoning
the Constitution and capitalism in the process he said was just a “ means to the end
desired.” This was the philosophy of incipient dictatorship. It was brought to its
near-term apex under a college professor, Woodrow Wilson, who thought that the
Constitution itself needed to be stripped away.
The philosophy spread like wildfire through the academic world. Traditional
history courses were torn down in favor of “queer” studies, black studies, Asian
studies, women’s studies; language was deconstructed in order to remove its capitalistic foundations; traditional sexual mores were deleted for “tolerance.”
Barack H. Obama usurper of POTUS, was the result 2008. He grew up
abroad, to be sure, but he spent most of his educational career right here in the
United States, indoctrinated in the traditions of the Marxis socialism.
Ironically, the biggest problem for America arises if President Obama was
born in USA-Hawaii. If he was, the problem of un-Americanism is now internal
rather than foreign terrorists. Perhaps that is why so many Americans wonder
about the birth certificate – they hope against hope that President Obama is a
symptom of a foreign evil rather than a domestic one. Obviously, with the election
of Barack Obama by by millions of voters, America has an ideological problem in
our midst, an elected Marxis/socialist dictator Barack Obama directing the nullification of our Constitution for the United States of America and the decimation of
our Bill of Rights. The Duty to correct this problem lies with Sovereign United
States Citizen Nations enforcing the Constitutional limits on existence and powers
of government agents in Executive, Judicial, and Legislative departments of our
government created by We The People.

